Fishponds in Hawai‘i were very important, they kept fish fresh
for the people. Here at the royal fishponds, live fish from the
ocean were kept for the ali‘i (chiefs). Look, listen and discover
the nature around the fishponds today.

DRAW what
you see!
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Aloha! Explore Pu‘uhonua o Hōnaunau and complete 3 fun learning

I ____________, pledge to do my best to help protect the land,

activities in this booklet to earn a Honu Helper reward.

ocean, and animals here in Hawai’i and at home. I pledge to respect

RECOMMENDED FOR KEIKI (KIDS) AGES 3-6

special places and not destroy them.
Park Ranger: _____________

Date: _____________

HONU UNDER THE SEA

SCAVENGER HUNT
MARK what you find with an “X”, 3 in a row gets bingo!
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one in the park.

honu and their

KŌNANE

time you find
A medicine plant used to heal

Games helped players gain

Rocks were fit together

cuts, wounds and infections.

strength and smarts.

like pieces of a puzzle.

The CANOE brought people,

FISHTRAP

plants and animals to Hawai‘i

IPU are planted to use as
a container, bottle or drum.

Traps, spears, hooks and
lures were used to catch fish.

LELE

HALA
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Where offerings to the gods

Provided materials for rope,

were placed at the temple.

baskets, food and more!

Expert weavers made canoe
sails, mats and baskets.

Ki‘i (images of the gods) are guardians of the place of refuge.
Honu (green sea turtles) can hold their breath underwater but
have to come up for air. Honu eat limu, jellyfish and fish eggs.
You might see honu feeding along the shore or basking in the sun.

1. COUNT the ki‘i you find in the royal grounds and pu‘uhonua.
2. WRITE the number of ki‘i you found in the box:

